
The formation of the State of

Israel in 1948 is one of the

most important events in

recent history. About 3,000

years ago, Israel was a

powerful nation. But it soon

fell from power and in the

second century CE most

Jews were forced out of their homeland. Many went

to Europe, where they were subject to prejudice and

persecution for centuries. By far the worst case was

the Holocaust, in which six million Jews died. Their

suffering accelerated a move toward the development

of a Jewish state in what came to be called Palestine.

However, Palestine was the home to hundreds of

thousands of Arabs. Conflict between the two sides

was inevitable. Open warfare broke out after the

United Nations voted to partition Palestine into a

Jewish state and an Arab state. Though the Israelis

achieved their independence, the region has never

known true peace.
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After years of turmoil, on May 14, 1948, Israel

became an independent state.
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The Birth of Zionism
On a raw January day in 1895, French Army Captain Alfred Dreyfus stood

at attention in the courtyard of the École Militaire, the French military academy.
An officer ripped the buttons and insignia from Dreyfus’s jacket, then broke
Dreyfus’s sword across his knee. Bystanders shouted, “Traitor!”

This public humiliation was designed to demean Dreyfus, who had been
convicted late the previous year of spying for Germany, France’s enemy. Several
weeks later, a ship transported him to the notorious French prison of Devil’s
Island.

Under normal circumstances, Dreyfus would have died in obscurity. His
circumstances, however, were hardly normal. It soon appeared that Dreyfus was
innocent. His case generated a controversy that bitterly divided France before his
name was cleared in 1906. Even then, it took nearly ninety years for the French
Army to acknowledge its mistake. In 1995, General Jean-Louis Mourrut admitted
that “the affair was a military conspiracy which ended in the deportation of an
innocent man.”1

There was one “crime” of which Dreyfus was definitely “guilty”: He was
Jewish. That was almost certainly why he had been punished in the first place. As
Time magazine noted in 1995, “The Dreyfus case unleashed a political storm at
the time. It sundered the French between such ‘Dreyfusards’ as the crusading
writer Émile Zola who saw the young Captain as the innocent victim of an anti-
Semitic [anti-Jewish] officer corps and traditionalists who regarded any attack on
the army as unpatriotic. In fact, for some anti-Semitic groups, Dreyfus symbolized
the supposed disloyalty of French Jews.”2

Hordes of journalists covered Dreyfus’s trial. One was Theodor Herzl, a
Jew himself. To that point, Herzl had no interest in politics, though he knew
that Jews in Europe had been persecuted for centuries. Like many other Jews,
he believed in assimilation, the belief that at least in Western Europe, a more
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CHAPTER 1    The Birth of Zionism

enlightened age had done away with anti-Semitism and had welcomed Jews into
its cultural and political fabric.

The intensity of anti-Semitism Herzl experienced as he stood next to French
citizens screaming “Death to the Jews!”3 convinced him that assimilation was a
myth, that Jews would never be safe unless they had their own homeland: “the
promised land, where we can have hooked noses, black or red beards . . . without
being despised for it. Where we can live at last as free men on our own soil, and
where we can die peacefully in our own fatherland.”4 He used his writing skills to
produce a novel in 1896 called Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State).

The book struck a responsive chord. Under Herzl’s leadership, the First
Zionist Congress met in Basel, Switzerland, the following year. More than 200
delegates attended, with their deliberations focused on a proposed Jewish state.
Herzl suggested Argentina, emphasizing its healthy climate, good soil, and rela-
tively small population. However, it quickly became apparent there was only one
location that met with general approval: Eretz Yisrael (Land of Israel). In this

Dreyfus was imprisoned on Devil’s Island

for several years.

Devil’s Island is
in the Atlantic
Ocean, about
seven miles off
the coast of
French Guiana.
Escape was
virtually
impossible. The
last of its
prisoners was
released in
1953.
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The Creation of Israel 1
ancient Jewish homeland of Palestine, Jews had settled more than a millennium
before the birth of Jesus in the belief that God had given the land to them. The
name of the congress reflected this relationship: Zion was one of the names for
Jerusalem, the longtime Jewish capital of Eretz Yisrael.

“Palestine is our unforgettable historic homeland,” wrote Herzl. “The very
name would be a marvelously effective rallying cry.”5

This rallying cry was based on the history of the ancient Jewish kingdom.
Founded around 1050 BCE, at its peak it stretched from the modern-day border
of Israel and Egypt to the Euphrates River in Iraq. Its powerful leader, King David,
conquered Jerusalem and made it his capital. David’s son Solomon built the First
Temple there.

After Solomon’s death, the land became two kingdoms, Israel and Judah.
Israel was conquered by the Assyrians in 721 BCE, while Judah fell to the
Babylonians nearly a century and a half later. The temple was destroyed and
nearly all the Jews were forced to move to Babylon.

An artist’s conception of the First

Temple in Jerusalem.

King David
wanted to build
the temple, but,
according to the
Bible, God
ordered him not
to. David
assembled all
the materials,
and his son
Solomon
constructed it in
seven years. It
stood for nearly
400 years.
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CHAPTER 1    The Birth of Zionism

They returned several decades later and built the Second Temple, though
they were ruled by foreign governments for nearly 400 years. Led by Judas
Maccabee, they successfully revolted in 166 BCE and became independent. This
victory is celebrated in the Festival of Lights, or Hanukkah.

About a century later, the expanding Roman Republic conquered Judea,
as the Jewish land had become known. The Great Jewish Revolt that began in
66 CE was savagely suppressed, and countless numbers of Jews were killed or
sold into slavery. The Romans destroyed Jerusalem and virtually all of the Second
Temple, leaving only a single wall. It became known as the Western Wall (or
Wailing Wall), the holiest Jewish site today.

Another revolt against Roman rule began in 132 and was put down. To
prevent a recurrence, the Romans forced nearly all Jews to leave Judea in the
Diaspora (meaning “scattered” or “exiled”). Only a handful remained. To stamp
out the last traces of Jewish identity, the Romans renamed Judea as Syria Palestina.
Coming from Philistine, the name of the ancient enemies of the Jews, the term was
an intentional insult. Although they had been exiled, the land was always in Jew-
ish memory, and many traditional prayers concluded with “Next year in Jerusalem.”

The rise of Islam several centuries later allowed some Jews to realize
those prayers. Islamic leaders encouraged Jewish settlement in Jerusalem. The
settlement suffered in 1099 when Christian knights in the First Crusade captured
Jerusalem and slaughtered nearly all the Muslims and Jews living there. The
great Muslim leader Saladin regained Jerusalem in 1187, and the city remained
under Muslim control for more than 700 years.

For most of this period, Jewish settlement in Palestine was sparse. Nearly
all Jews lived in Europe, with strict limitations placed on their freedom of move-
ment. In Western Europe, many lived in small, tightly packed neighborhoods that
came to be known as ghettos.

The Jews were subjected to a great deal of prejudice. For example, histo-
rian Howard Sachar describes a cartoon carved into a ghetto wall in Frankfurt,
Germany: “It revealed a trio of Jews debasing themselves around a sow. As one
Jew suckled at the animal’s teats, another (in rabbinical garb) lifted the Judensau’s
tail, allowing a third (also a rabbi) to drink the animal’s excrement.”6 Nearby was
an inscription alleging that a Christian baby had been ritually murdered by Jews,
reflecting a common belief among Christians that the Jewish Passover ceremony
demanded the blood of innocent Christians. Such beliefs encouraged Christians
to periodically invade the ghettos and massacre many of the inhabitants.
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The Creation of Israel 1

Conditions were better in Spain, which was under Muslim control for sev-
eral centuries. The Jews and Muslims were generally at peace. When Christians
reclaimed control, however, they imposed their anti-Semitic outlook. In 1492,
they forced most of the Jews to abandon their homes and live elsewhere.

After the Protestant Reformation, which began in 1517, the economy flour-
ished. Jewish merchants and bankers became increasingly essential in Western
Europe. Slowly their situation improved. As the nineteenth century progressed, it
seemed that the worst of the horrors were over. Restrictions were lifted from the
last ghetto, located in Rome, in 1870.

Conditions were different in Eastern Europe. Jews had to reside in the
Pale of Settlement, an area established by Russian empress Catherine the Great
in 1791. In this largely rural area, Jews lived in extreme poverty in villages and
small towns known as shtetls. Eventually the Pale contained some five million
Jews, nearly half the worldwide total.

Saladin was one of the greatest heroes

of Islamic history.

Saladin
recaptured
Jerusalem and
other areas in
Palestine that
the Christian
Crusaders had
taken nearly a
century earlier.
He was one of
the few Muslims
to be regarded
with honor and
respect among
Christians.
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CHAPTER 1    The Birth of Zionism

After the assassination of Czar Alexander II in March 1881 by a band of
young revolutionaries, a rumor spread that the Jews were completely responsible.
Because of the rumors, the Christian Russian majority conducted a series of
pogroms—government-sanctioned acts of terrorism. Mobs invaded the shtetls,
destroying Jewish homes and killing and wounding anyone unfortunate enough to
cross their paths. These pogroms sparked a massive Jewish exodus. An estimated
two million Russian Jews fled to the United States. Many more moved to Canada,
Great Britain, and other countries. And some went to Palestine.

Czar Alexander II  of Russia

Alexander is
generally
regarded as one
of the most
enlightened rulers
of Russia. He is
noted for the
emancipation of
the serfs,
peasants who
lived almost like
slaves, in 1861.
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